Carvin wiring diagrams

Quick Links Download this manual. Determine where you want to locate your pickup s. Then
find the center line of the. Use the paper template on the back of this. If you are mounting the
pickup directly on a wood body, you must drill a hole for the pick-. If you have to drill through
more than 2" of wood,. All Carvin 22 series pickups have three wires plus a bare shield wire.
The shield wire. The white wire only gets used if you want dual-to-single coil. If you don't want
to use this feature, then tape the white wire back. Solder red to. If your guitar sounds out of
phase with both pickups on,. If you are using one of the Carvin circuits, just follow the desired
wiring diagram. Be careful not to use excessive. A phase switch can be wired into any two or
three pickup guitar. As the diagram below. The phase switch will only. The phase switch will
give a nasal muted type sound with slightly less output. Solder green and white wires together
unless otherwise specified. For pickups. For 2 Pickup guitar. Used on the Carvin DC model.
Dual-Single Coil Switch Wiring. To obtain humbucking operation when playing through both
pickups in the single coil. Neck pickup coil A together with bridge. This wiring gives you three
different sounds. Top single coil, 2. The shield wire always goes to ground. The white wire only
gets used if you want dual-to-single coil To obtain humbucking operation when playing through
both pickups in the single coil switching. For pickups that do not have the green wire, disregard
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Carvin guitar pickups? Alot of hi-end treble heat. Think Iron Maiden - 2 Minutes to Midnight.
Splits pretty well, especially when use the inner coil. Does what it does well metal. Takes some
work to clean it up volume roll-back, height adjust. Cleans up very nice. Sweet harmonics.
Cleans up well. Works well with AP11s. The bass isnt too deep, and is balanced with some
sweetness in the treble. The C22J seems to have a dual personality. The bottom 2 or 3 strings
are very deep, thick, and smooth. That would be the "J" for "J"azz. Overall its deeper and fuller
than a C22N and seemed like a bit more output. It had a similar deep tone that the C22B in the
neck of an alder Bolt had, but that was lowered quite a bit to match volume, and didnt sound so
good on the higher notes. Clean, this sounded pretty good with some sparkle yet fullness on
the high notes, and depth to the lows. However, with higher gain, especially on the Thick-mode
of my V3, the lower notes lost some definition. Not really that bad, but not to my taste, but
noticeable nonetheless. Again, deep, yet with the high notes ringing thru. Someone at Carvin
mentioned it combines better with a C22B in the bridge - adds more mids. Maybe a bit of
low-end emphasis, especially with lowest guitar notes. I find it worked great in my M22SD
equipped all maple V A bit thin for some tastes. Something like a Duncan Jazz to me. Many
people have these dialed way down. Not quite as deep as a C22B in the neck. Very full bell-like
tone. Output somewhere between an AP11 and full HB. Beefier than a regular single coil, thinner
than a true full-size HB. Carvin has wiring diagrams in several links in the manuals section.
Pickup "chart". Guitar care. Floyd Rose. S5 5-way. AE - a. AE - b Fishman. This was a
compilation of contributions by many members not just myself It seemed some of that original
post, which had some links to manuals, was truncated on the old BBS - oh well. I think it might
be good to augment some of the info here by going over some of the pickup sets I like. Wickid
already did a fantastic job on the separate pickups so this will be a different angle on the same
pickups. Everybody is always asking what you use since you can choose something other than
the stock pickups. So I'll give my impressions of combo's Ive tried. Hopefully this will help
those who keep trying to figure out what to order who are already going back and forth with all
the other options. Just like in the last thread on the old page these are my opinions and while

some will agree its more than all right if you dont. Also if anyone has other ideas about the
combos please feel free to add on and comment. This is probably the best stock set of pickups
Carvins offered yet. Really nice mix of modern and PAF type sounds with a strong lead pickup
that pinch harmonics just flow out of. There's one thing thats very special about this set. Even
though the CT came out long after these pickups its as if the CT was the prototype used to
develope the C series. While it is the other way around this is the pickup set most will love in
the CT. The set sounds deepest and richest in the CT. If you tweak your amp for a lot of highs
the HN is a full sounding pickup with a lot of clarity and can almost give you an alternate lead
tone thats suitable for sharp rythmns. Than again if you set your amp to roll off some of the
highs on the lead pickup it gets a certain darkness and remains full enough to approach a more
Gibson like sound. The CT in the neck is slightly fuller and a bit deeper and a little louder than
the CN. This gives you that Gibson like tone in the neck that a lot of guys want. If you want the
most powerfull and darkest sounding neck pickup look no futher. Cleans can get pretty muddy
but some like it to get a very deep Jazz tone. One thing I've noticed about this set is when you
use the two B's together it gets a very good neck type sound. It does'nt go midrangey when
used with each other. For high gain sounds that are very saturated this set works very well. In a
high gain situation the highs you'll add to cut through with the neck B sound great on the bridge
B. The distortion thickens everything enough to fatten up the extra brightness the bridge pickup
will take on. I think high gain is the best application for this combo. Classic Rock, Hard
Rock,Old school grind. They will clean up nice but will always have something of an aggressive
sound and a bit of edge. This will do it. The SD is like super charging the MT. Lots of balls.
Some call it a flame thrower. You can certainly use the MN with this but the MV gives you the
opportunity to retain the basic M sound but with a much cleaner response than the MN. Dont
think the V wont sound good with gain it does. It just has more manners. Bright clear chimey
and like mentioned before if you roll off some highs the HN gets some nice darkness and the HT
remains clear and brilliant. Another tip for the Fatboy. If your more jazz you may prefer the H's.
If your more blues and rock you might want to consider the C series. To me the bridge position
in these guitars always ends up to weak if you use a single coil. The bridge humbucker you
choose will depend on the sounds you like best and I would base that de truncated on old BBS.
Great bang for the buck, and pretty quiet, too! I recently got a twinblade to put in the bridge
position and it helped the tone at the bridge a lot. No more spiky highs, and now it has a
rounder, fuller tone. I still like the APs in the neck and middle, tho. Last edited by wickid on Sun
Jan 14, pm, edited 2 times in total. I've got an M22T in an all-maple neck thru guitar that really
lacks a lot of character. Makes a great metal axe and sounds a direct replica of Megadeth from
the Youthanasia CD. It has an even response from the bottom to the top Very slightly. It
certainly has less treble than the M22SD. It is not as hot, either but that does not mean that it
won't produce very desirable overdrive tones. M22V or M22N? The neck pickups, played clean,
shows the brighter, more clear qualities of the V. The N has what is referred to as a darker tone,
reminiscent of a les paul. What does the N sound like? More like a bridge humbucker played
clean. More than the V anyways. It makes 9 gauge strings sound like 10s. The V makes strings
sound more metallic but more acoustic. Like a brand new set of light bronze. Played dirty, the N
is a much thicker toned pickup and you can really hear the difference in low chords. Playing
leads, the N is more jazzy sounding whereas the V lets you play leads that sound closer to the
bridge pickup but without the edge you get from the bridge. I love having a roomful of guitars.
Last edited by wickid on Sun Jan 14, pm, edited 1 time in total. The diagram is not mine. I'll have
to describe the solder points on the hardware. Hardware, connections Looking down at the back
of the guitar. A bit of information about the 8-lug S5 switch that may help Very versatile. With
the C22 on full, it gets mellow and full A BB King kind sound. Split: Thin, bright, spanky tone
reminiscient of the early Tele Bridge pickups, very usable for rockabilly. This can be good stuff
to know. Others have noticed this. So for a TBH60 combined with? Same could be true for
ceramic versus alnico although I've never used a ceramic that I like - I'm not so sure BL L's are
ceramic? I have a set of those in one of my Warmoth Strats Different playing styles and music
styles require different pickups It does help to identify what kind of tones you're going for whenever I read pickups reviews on H-C, for example I ALWAYS check to see what styles of
music is being played with the pickups under review. No sense in me putting Super Blitzo Mega
Distortion pickups in my guitar if I'm going for more vintage single coil tones I'm looking
forward to hearing the Holdsworth pickups in my upcoming CT3M, since I haven't been crazy
about C22 pickups but I do like AP11's ; it just makes the point, to each his own. I play hard rock
to borderline metal. These pickups sound fantastic! I like them so much I just ordered a set for
my Les Paul. They are very warm and articulate, with just the right amount of bite. I can get
some very Lynchesq tones when soloing. I have chased this tone for 18 years. It is nice to have
finally found it! I like a warm round mid in my pups. The H22s have that. I don't need a "flame

thrower" with my TOV. I needed balance pickups that were articulate when playing complex
chords. But the C22B is a better pickup. For rhythm playing, it gets a great chugga-chugga
chunk, but it's very articulate. For lead playing, it sings better than the M22SD, with a smoother
tone. Plus the C22B has better harmonics. The C22B is more versatile, and is usually
characterized as having a more classic rock or blues tone. But I'd say it also does metal better
than the M22SD. Or put another way, Red and Green are the hot leads for each coil, and White
and Black are the ground leads for each coil. Jump to. Who is online Users browsing this forum:
No registered users and 0 guests. Both are designed for Seymour Duncan pickups. First one is
the solution with a Schaller Megaswitch E regular 5-way , that will work also with any cheap
Asian importation switch. Second one is same wiring with a regular and trustful Fender 5-way
blade switch. Remember to click on the images for full size. While Charvel pickups split by
default grounding the link to TOP pickup, Seymour Duncan split by default to inner coil usually
slug coil , except for some tricky pickups, like the P-Rails. That means that while in Charvel,
with regular split, with achieve the outer coil of the neck and the inner coil of the bridge they are
both their respective "top" pickups in their position , in standard SD' split, we achieve inner coil
in neck or bottom pickup for Charvel and inner coil in bridge or top pickup for charvel. A direct
remapping of wires, from Mod 01, doesn't give us the right combinations. When I split
humbuckers to single coils, I prefer to favor the inside or top coil of the bridge and the outer coil
or top of the neck, so we achieve two things at same time: first to get the louder coil for each
position and, second to get hum cancelling positions if both pickups are being selected
together. Neck humbucker 2. Neck split to outer coil screw 3. Bridge split to inner coil slug in
series with Neck split to outer coil screw 4. Bridge humbucker. To achieve those results, I had
to totally reverse the way both coils are being put in series in both pickups. Post a Comment.
Austin Wiring Diagram Download. Share on Facebook. Share on Twitter. Tags : DIY , Wiring.
Related : Wiring Diagram: Custom Carvin mods 02 and Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
Artikel Terbaru. Paling Dilihat. Introduction I am going to gift you with a real pearl of wiring
designs. For a very long time, I've tried to be able to run the three pi Best austin healey bj8
wiring diagram - Index. Best wiring diagram for austin a35 - Austin A30 Get images related
Austin A30 - wiring diagram for austin a35 on my blog, hope you g Get images related Get
images related Mk Best austin third gen wiring diagram - AustinThirdGen. Org Get images
related AustinThirdGen. Org - austin third gen wiring diagram on Introduction As already said,
overdrives and distortions are the pedals that mostly rotate in our pedalboards. We seem
satisfied for a while Get images relate Best austin healey sprite mk1 wiring diagram - a
correction to that color-coded bugeye wiring diagram : The Get images related a Search This
Blog. Powered by Blogger. Report Abuse. Artikel Pilihan. About Me blog new View my complete
profile. Formulir Kontak. Learning how to troubleshoot electronic circuits is one of the handiest
skills anyone can have if they are building or modifying amplifiers or effect pedals. At some
point you'll power-up a circuit and find that it doesn't work, and then what? For this reason we
write "The Repair Bench" section of Guitar Kit Builder about our own troubleshooting of
amplifiers and other devices, to pass along to the reader the thought process, tips and
techniques of troubleshooting electronic equipment. The SX is a watt combo amplifier with two
12" speakers 2x12 and two switchable channels, with effects produced through a digital signal
processing DSP chip. We think our amplifier was made around In terms of appearance it
matches the model shown in a photo below from Carvin's catalog. It contains a circuit board
labeled "Copyright " so it's unlikely to be older than that, and a number of the boards have
codes on them ending in "" so perhaps those are date codes. We don't know for sure about
that. We do know that later versions of the amp changed from designating the two channels as
"A" and "B", as they are in our amp, to "1" and 2" in later years. Another indicator of age are the
speakers used. Fortunately for us our amplifier has the earlier British Series speakers that were
made for Carvin by Eminence and are quite good. According to Eminence they were a custom
design, original equipment manufactured OEM for Carvin in the s. They are similar to the
Eminence Red Coat series, but are not identical to any other Eminence product. Carvin later
offered speakers also labeled "British Series" however these are reported to have been made in
China and are not rated well. One identifier of the Eminence-made British Series speaker is a
thin label with the model number "" as shown in the photo. Repairing electronic equipment
requires gaining access to the chassis of electronic equipment, where potentially lethal voltage
levels can be easily touched, leading to shock, injury or death. If you don't know how to safely
conduct electronics repair work, please do not open up an amplifier or other gear. Have
someone experienced show you how to keep yourself safe, or refer the work to an experienced
technician. Our initial tryout of the amp confirmed what the seller had told us. Channel A, the
drive or lead channel, operated correctly but Channel B, the clean channel, gave off a significant
hum and almost no signal level. Further, rotating the volume control caused a very loud

scratching sound with a lot of presence. In our experience a volume control with these
symptoms often indicates there is an improper level of DC voltage on the volume potentiometer.
This was not your basic "dirty pot" problem, with a low volume of scratchy sound. As described
in previous columns, we always begin our repair work with a close visual inspection of all
components. We're looking for clues of what might be wrong, or what's happened in the past.
Our first look inside the chassis, from the top of the printed circuit boards, showed a very clean
amplifier with no signs of prior repair, abuse or neglect. Since the circuitry for the bad channel
was likely to be on the preamplifier board we needed to remove this board from the chassis. To
do this required removing the knobs, potentiometer nuts, and jack nuts. When we pulled this
board away from the front panel to view the underside we found evidence that someone had
attempted a repair of the volume pot for the B channel. This evidence, shown in the photo, is of
a post-factory soldering job. You can see the difference in the soldering of the two adjacent
pots, which were wave soldered in a factory, versus the hand soldered pot on the right. This is
not to say that there is anything wrong with the soldering job on the right, it's just evidence that
a repair was attempted at some point. Given that two other potentiometers, not shown, had
similar solder indications, we surmised that at some point someone had attempted to repair the
noisy volume control by swapping potentiometers. With our initial visual inspection completed
it was time to locate a schematic diagram for this amplifier. A bit of internet searching quickly
found a couple of sources for Carvin schematics. The site The first clue was that the channels
were labeled "1" and "2" instead of "A" and "B" as in our amp. Beyond that, the labels on the op
amps on the schematics did not fit with what we saw on the actual circuit boards. Our
conclusion was that these schematics were all for later versions of the amp. The other site for
Carvin schematics is Our next thought was that maybe the preamp board was the same as used
in other Carvin models, and we were aware that the SX was a similar amp. When we grabbed the
SX schematic from Given our initial suspicions about DC voltage on the B-channel volume pot,
we focused on the preamp input section of the schematic, shown here:. Our plan to diagnose
the amp was to begin by measuring the DC voltages in the front end of the preamp. To do this
we needed access to the preamp circuit board while it was powered up. We had already
removed the board for inspection. To measure voltage on it we needed to make sure that the
board wouldn't be touching the chassis while powered up. This can be tricky in some amps,
because you're limited by the slack in whatever connecting wires and cables are connected to
the board. In this case there was just enough slack to flip the board over, so we could have
access to both the component side and traces on the underside. We placed some cloth from a
T-shirt between the circuit board and the chassis see Photo , to prevent anything from touching
or shorting out. We find that this approach works well, but different solutions need to be used
for different situations. With our digital multimeter set for DC voltage we began to measure,
beginning with the volume pot, and as suspected found about 13 volts DC on the pot terminals
that connect with resistor R This voltage is pretty close to the power supply rail voltage, and in
our experience should be no higher than a few tenths of a volt. Measuring further we found
similar voltages on the output and inverting input - pins of op amp A1A. We found Likewise the
DC voltages on these pins would normally be no higher than a few tenths of a volt. At this point
we couldn't be sure whether the high voltage was coming from the op amp A1A, or from
transistor Q2. To isolate the source of the voltage we de-soldered and lifted one lead of resistor
R We found that the high DC voltage was now gone from the volume pot and transistor Q2, but
still present on the op amp terminals. Our conclusion was that the op amp contained an internal
short circuit, that was connecting the power supply voltage directly to the output and inverting
input pins. When the new part arrived it was soldered in place and the B-channel was found to
work perfectly. Amplifier fixed, case closed. Channel A would not work. When the distortion and
volume were turned up all the way â€¦ [â€¦]. I read your post, knowing nothing about Carvin
amps, I needed the schematic you provided. This problem was actually the same op-amp A1,
but in this case, the output of the first stage, the input buffer, was shorted to 15 volts, the
opposite rail your op-amp outputted. SAFETY Repairing electronic equipment requires gaining
access to the chassis of electronic equipment, where potentially lethal voltage levels can be
easily touched, leading to shock, injury or death. RockinJay Thursday. I appreciate your post
here. When the distortion and volume were turned up all the way, the amp was faint. I changed
the op-amp with the common replacement op-amp LM Now the amp screams, thanks for your
insight, it saved me hours of time. Len Tuesday. No way I can do this. John L. Murphy Thursday.
I originally designed the SX preamp to employ sockets on all op amps. My preferred op amp
was the NE, especially for the first stage preamps. John Simms Friday. Good job! I wish I had
paid attention when I was in radio class at high school. Gray Monday. Would you happen to
know? Ser Thanks. Comments will be visible after moderator review. You May Also Like. Default
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to use excessive. A phase switch can be wired into any two or three pickup guitar. As the
diagram below. The phase switch will only. The phase switch will give a nasal muted type sound
with slightly less output. Solder green and white wires together unless otherwise specified. For
pickups. For 2 Pickup guitar. Used on the Carvin DC model. Dual-Single Coil Switch Wiring. To
obtain humbucking operation when playing through both pickups in the single coil. Neck pickup
coil A together with bridge. This wiring gives you three different sounds. Top single coil, 2. The
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password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The 59 Model bridge pickup is a full sounding,
versatile PAF style humbucker with an articulate treble attack, full bottom end, and scooped
midrange. The 59 bridge model is great for all types of rock and blues. We designed these
vintage style coils to Like going back to and buying a
2009 mitsubishi lancer parts
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overhead door wiring diagram
n original PAF Humbucker. One of the world's most popular classic rock and blues pickups.
Neck Position - Black. Warm and sweet vintage output neck humbucker for Blues and Rock. The
Alnico 2 Pro Humbucker uses the soft treble attack and low string pull of an alnico 2 bar
magnet, combined with a special vintage output coil wind to create a warm, sweet tone that is
Extremely versatile rock pickup with high power, raw tone. Great for everything from from
classic Van Halen to Alice in Chains. Same specifications as the Distortion bridge model
humbucker but with wider pole spacing for Fender and Floyd Rose tremolos. Created with
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